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Macroeconomic and trade outlook

Project overview
The Fremantle Ports inner and outer harbours and Port of Bunbury are vital
infrastructure for Western Australia given their importance in supporting
trade activity within the State, To sustain WA s economy in the future, the
Westport taskforce has been established by the State Government to develop
a strategy for the planning, development and growth of the Fremantle Ports,
and the potential for the Port of Bunbury to contribute to the handling of the
growing trade task.

This strategy requires an evidence base on the future trade task through the
Fremantle Ports and Port of Bunbury. To establish a baseline, Deloitte Access
Economics has been commissioned to develop 50 year forecasts of trade
activity through the ports, based on global and Australian macroeconomic
drivers. In addition, Deloitte Access Economics has undertaken scenario
analysis to understand how the trade forecasts change under a number of
alternative futures. This is supplemented by sensitivity testing of the result
to WA Treasury population forecast and the consideration of a number of high
impact, low probability events.

The trade forecasts are presented on an unconstrained basis, meaning they
represent the projected volume of import and export flows without taking
into account port capacity or supply constraints. The forecasts are limited to
trades which have been observed in history or have existing plans and related
infrastructure in place (such as spodumene). As such, the forecasts provide
a view of the future demand for port services based on existing information
and WA economic drivers.1

This analysis is intended to serve as a first step in developing the Westport
Port and Environs strategy. The forecasts reflect the most likely path for trade
volumes across both Fremantle and Bunbury port infrastructure based on
existing policy, historic trends and planned production of energy and mineral
resources. The next step in the strategy development process Is to Identify
the potential Impact of these baseline forecasts on existing port and local
Infrastructure and, more broadly, the WA economy. This assessment will
Identify how desirable these eventualities are, and provide direction on what
policy decisions may be required to manage and improve them for the benefit
of the state.

Macroeconomic backdrop
A positive global economic backdrop is good news for the Australian and
Western Australian economies. Tax cuts in the United States are spurring
investment and consumption activity, while the Chinese authorities continue
to manage the economy s transition to a slower, more stable growth path.
Rising trade tensions between the US and China pose a risk to the global
outlook, but this is unlikely to materially impact growth in the near term.

The Australian economy is on a steady footing as accommodative monetary
policy supports business confidence and broader economic activity. This has
resulted in stronger investment in both capital and jobs, although wages and
spending remain subdued. Looking longer term, population growth will
remain a key driver of economic activity in Australia, albeit at a slower rate
than experienced previously.

The solid global outlook Is also supporting trade activity in Australia as a lower
currency and growing demand from China for quality products support

1 The forecasts are based on historical economic input data sourced from publicly
available information up un il 1 April 2018.
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exporters. The stable outlook for the Chinese economy is also positive for
Western Australian iron ore exporters, as mine capacity is sustained through
both new projects and brownfields expansions. Over the long term, exports
are forecast to continue to grow faster than the State s economy as a whole.

Australian imports are also expected to improve as stronger consumption and
investment activity drive demand for international goods. The mining
investment downturn has dampened imports into the Western Australia
economy over the past few years, but the outlook is brighter as conditions
improve.

Fremantle Ports (Inner and Outer Harbours)
The Fremantle Ports serve as the State s principal gateway to trade with the
outside world, as the largest general cargo port in Western Australia and the
country's fourth largest container port. The strong trade outlook for Western
Australia is expected to flow through to port activity over the next 50 years.
In this report, analysis of the Fremantle Ports is addressed in two parts: the
inner harbour located in Fremantle and the outer harbour located in Kwinana.

Inner harbour
The inner-harbour facilitates both containerised and non-containerised trade.
In 2017-18, there were just under 770,000 twenty-foot equivalent units
(TEU) of container trade passing through the Fremantle Ports inner harbour.

The outlook for container imports is positive, with total container imports
expected to rise from just over 390,000 TEU in 2017-18 to 1.4 million TEU in
2067-68, The rate of growth is expected to slow from an annual average rate
of 6.2% over the past two decades to 2.6% over the forecast period. The
structural shift towards containerised trade and the mining boom have proven
to be key driver of the strong historic growth rate relative to future
expectations.

The outlook for container exports is mixed, with near term growth expected
to slow before improving in the longer term. Total container exports are
projected to rise from around 375,000 TEU in 2017-18 to 1.7 million TEU in
2067-68. The rate of growth is expected to slow from an annual average rate
of 6.1% over the past two decades to 3.0% over the forecast period. Again,
the structural shift that drove growth in export containers over the past 20
years has mostly played out.

Overall, containerised trade is forecast to grow at an average annual rate of
2.8% between 2017-18 and 2067-68, to reach 3.1 million TEU by 2067-68.
This is driven by a positive outlook for key economic drivers of trade,
including household consumption and rural exports. Full container imports
will remain the dominant trade through the container port, accounting for
around 45% of total container trade in 2067-68,
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Char  1.1: Container trade, TEU, Fremantle Ports
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Non-containerised trade:

Non-containerised trade includes breakbulk and liquid bulk. Liquid bulk trade
through the inner harbour is small relative to breakbulk, which includes the
following:

• General cargo;
• Motor vehicles;
• Livestock;
• Scrap metal; and
• Iron and steel.

Liquid bulk

Liquid bulk is a much smaller component of throughput, including the likes of
tallow, water, and refined petroleum. Volumes are expected to drop
significantly in 2018-19 as refined petroleum imports start to shift to the
outer harbour. This will result in liquid bulk volumes representing a small
trade task through the inner harbour (around 35,000 litres per annum), and
are expected to remain relatively steady over the forecast period.

Breakbulk

Total breakbulk volumes through the inner harbour are expected to grow at
an annual average growth rate of 1.8% from around 851,000 tonnes in 2017-
18 to 2.0 million tonnes in 2067-68. Breakbulk volumes through Fremantle
Ports  inner harbour have shown a modest upward trend over the past two
decades, but fell with the end of the mining boom. This was driven by a
contraction in imports, as exports remained relatively unchanged.
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Chart 1.2: Total inner harbour breakbulk trade volumes, tonnes

Tonnes, million

Exports r imports

Source: Fremantle Ports, Deloitte Access Economics

Outer harbour
The Fremantle Ports' outer harbour is one of Australia s major bulk cargo
ports, with the five Kwinana jetties handling a range of commodities. The
majority of the Fremantle Ports' bulk  rade occurs through the outer harbour,
including the bulk-handling facilities at Kwinana Bulk Terminal (KBT),
K inana Bulk Jetty (KB ), and the private jetties which are dedicated  o more
specialised throughput.

The KBT and KB  facilities handled 8,2 million tonnes of trade in 2017-18,
compared with 15 million tonnes of trade through the private je ties in the
same period.

Bulk trade volumes through KBT and KBJ are expected to fall at an annual
average rate of -0.5% between 2017-18 and 2067-68. The stronger near-
term outlook for activity in Western Australia, especially on the  nves ment
and construction front, is driving import ac ivity through the ou er harbour.
There is also some upside poten ial to the outlook from silica sands trades
due to strong global demand and potential to increase supply from the
Southern Ports area. However, this is offse  by a weaker outlook for iron ore
exports which are expected to cease in 2018-19.

Total volumes at KBT are forecast to drop substantially from 5.3 million
tonnes  n 2017-18 to 3.2 million tonnes in 2018-19, reflecting the cessation
of iron ore exports. In addition, volumes are expec ed to drop further in
2020-21 to around 1.5 million tonnes as bauxite exports cease. In the longer
term, trade volumes are forecast to rise to 2.5 million tonnes in 2067-68.
Exports are forecas  to drop from 4.7 million tonnes in 2017-18 to 760,000
tonnes in 2020-21 before drifting down further to 424,000 tonnes  n 2067-
68. Imports are forecast to increase from 680,000 tonnes in 2017-18 to 2.1
million tonnes in 2067-68, at a CAGR of 2.2%.

Total volumes at KBJ are forecast to increase from 2.9 million tonnes in 2017-
18 to 3.8 million tonnes in 2067-68 at a CAGR of 0.6%. Exports are forecast
to fall from 471,000 tonnes in 2017-18 to 120,000 tonnes in 2067-68.
Imports are forecast to increase from 2.4 million tonnes in 2017-18 to 3.7
million tonnes in 2067-68, at a CAGR of 0.8%.
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Trade volumes through the private jetties are expected to increase, rising at
a CAGR of 0.2% between 2017-18 and 2067-68. This increase is driven by
gro th in grain exports at CBH s private jetty over the forecast period.

Chart 1.3: Fremantle Ports Outer Harbour trade activity, tonnes

Trade volumes, million tonnes

a KB3   Private jetties a KBT

Source: Fremantle Ports, Deloitte Access Economics

Port of Bunbury
Port of Bunbury also provides important trade Infrastructure for Western
Australia, handling around 16.7 million tonnes of bulk trade in 2017-18.
Bunbury serves as the core port infrastructure for Western Australia s
alumina trade. Over the past two decades, trade throughput has increased
by a CAGR of 3.3%, slowing to 2.1% over the past ten years. Trade at the
Port of Bunbury is dominated by exports given its role as the core part of the
states alumina trade.

Trade activity is expected to fall at an annual average rate of 0.2% to around
15.1 million tonnes by 2067-68 - an estimated 10% decline over the forecast
horizon. The key driver of this decline is the expected growth and decline of
Talison s Greenbushes spodumene mine, with the ramp up in production
meaning reserves are exhausted by 2040. Spodumene exports are forecasts
to decline to zero over the period, down from 683,000 in 2017-18.

This decline is supplemented by a drop in woodchip exports which are
forecast to fall from 1.5 million tonnes in 2017 to 1.1 million tonnes at the
end of the forecast horizon, a result of competition for alternative land use
following the collapse of the forestry managed investment schemes

The final key driver behind the decline is Mineral sands exports. Exports are
expected to decline from 823,000 tonnes in 2017-18 to around 400,000
tonnes per annum at the end of the forecast horizon, reflecting current
production plans.

Alumina accounts for around 65% of trade volumes through the Port of
Bunbury and comprises the majority of exports through the Port. Alumina is
exported by two major producers, Alcoa (from its Pinjarra and Wagerup
refineries) and South32 (from its Worsley refinery), each of which operate at
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- or close - to capacity. In light of this, alumina exports and caustic soda
imports are expected to remain relatively constant over the forecast horizon.

Chart 1.4: Port of Bunbury, total trade volumes, tonnes

Trade volumes, million

®Other Bunbury trade sSpodumene aWoodchlps   Alumina

Source: Port of Bunbury, Deloitte Access Economics

An overview of changes during the forecast period is set out in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Trade activity, Fremantle Ports and Port of Bunbury

Trade activity 2017-18 trade
volumes

2067-68 trade
volumes

50 year CAGR 20 year historic
CAGR to 2017-18

Fremantle Ports j

Containers 770,000 TEU 3,100,000 TEU 2.8% 6.2%

Inner harbour breakbulk 851,000 tonnes 2.0 million tonnes 1.8% 0.8%

Inner harbour liquid bulk 196,000 litres 35,000 litres -8.2% -2.2% 1

Outer harbour dry bulk 16.1 million tonnes 19.1 million tonnes 0.4% 2.4%

Outer harbour liquid bulk 9.5 million litres 9.3 million litres 0.0% 0.0%

Port of Bunbury 16.7 million tonnes 15.2 million tonnes -0.2% 3.2%

Source: Fremantle Ports, Port of Bunbury, Deloitte  ccess Economics

Ris s to the outlook
Forecasting is inherently uncertain, and when planning for the future It is
useful to consider a number of alternative futures. Deloitte Access Economics
has developed two economic scenarios to provide reasonable and plausible
economic forecasts to Inform Westport's planning activities. The two
scenarios considered Included a downside scenario (China Tumbles) and an
upside scenario (Global Reforms Perform).
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China Tumbles
Under this scenario, we have assumed that a banking crisis triggers a
downturn in the Chinese economy, in turn slowing global economic growth.
The Chinese government is expected to react effectively to the crisis, enabling
the Chinese economy to recover but settle at a lower growth path within a
few years. This follows a pattern of behaviour experienced during previous
recent downturns in the Chinese economy, such as the GFC. The impact on
the Australian and Western Australian economies of a downturn in China are
felt almost immediately.

Total trade activity in WA is adversely impacted by the disruption to the global
economy and weaker domestic conditions. This reduces growth in WA s total
trade volumes in WA in the short term. Longer term, growth improves but
levels remain below baseline due to a smaller global and domestic economy.
The weakness in trade activity is felt particularly strongly in the container
trade sector. Container trade through the Fremantle Ports falls below the
baseline, reaching just 2.1 million TEU by 2067-68.

Global reforms perform
Under this scenario the Australian economy is able to ride Asia s maturing
boom to a better future. In this scenario, the benefit to Australia comes via
the intersection of growing demand for products and services and Australia s
competitive advantages - meaning we can provide what the world wants
more efficiently than our competitors. The better outlook for the global
economy affects Australia over both the short and long term.

The stronger global environment also supports trade activity in WA, especially
trade flows through the Fremantle Ports, and to a lesser degree through the
Port of Bunbury. Total trade activity in WA benefits from increased global
demand and a larger WA population. This supports stronger growth in trade
flows over the forecast period. It is container trade that benefits the most
from the stronger trade environment, with total container TEU reaching 4.3
million by 2067-68.

WA Treasury sensitivity analysis
Deloitte Access Economics undertook a sensitivity analysis using the WA
Treasury's population outlook and assuming the structure of the Western
Australian economy remains unchanged from the baseline forecast. Western
Australian economic growth is stronger under the sensitivity analysis
compared to the baseline forecast, with the WA economy around 15% larger
in 2067-68 than under the baseline forecast.

Increased economic activity flows through to container trade. Under this
sensitivity analysis total full container exports is around 20% higher in
2067-68 than under the baseline forecast, while total full container imports
is around 18% higher in 2067-68 than under the baseline forecast. Overall,
container trade through the port grows 3.2% on average over the forecast
period to reach 3.6 million TEU by 2067-68.
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Chart 1.5: Total container trade, TEU, Fremantle Ports

Total containertrade, million TEU

Baseline  China stumbles Global reforms perform Sensitivi y

Source: Fremantle Ports, Deloi te Access Economics

High impact, low probability events
In addition to the scenario and sensitivity analysis, Deloitte Access Economics
and the Westport team have undertaken a high-level exercise to identify
potential High Impact, Low Probability (HILP) even s for further cons deration
as part of the Westport strategy development process. HILP events are
events which, while unlikely, have the potential to prove highly disruptive to
port operations. Identification of potential HILP events is of en undertaken
by government departments responsible for responding to crises, or  he
management of critical national infrastructure to assess levels of resilience of
the systems under consideration,

HILP events were identified through feedback from stakeholders during the
course of the scenario development process, and a review of published
research conducted by the Centre for Supply Chain and Logistics at Deakin
University. This process identified six HILP events for further consideration,
potentially as part of the option development process:

1. Growth in the battery supply chain
2. Sustained high rates of population growth
3. Technological breakthroughs and rapid adoption
4. Conflict in the South China Sea
5. Climate changes dries the Southwest
6. Protec ionism becomes the new norm
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The Indec Peer Review examined the following
aspects of the Deloitte Access Economics
Container Trade Forecasts:

¦ The appropriateness of the container growth rate,
including where available a comparison against the
predicted container trade growth rates for other
Australian container ports for similar periods;

The underlying assumptions and long term economic
drivers of the Western Australian economy;

¦ Other assumptions or matters that may impact the
container or economic growth rates; and

¦ The methodology used.

Indec also provided other comments that were
deemed material to the findings of the report or
may be considered for further examination.

Indec examined the following material prepared
by Deloitte Access Economics:

¦ Macro and Trade outlook Westport draft report dated
19-10-18;

¦ Macro and Trade Forecasts data set dated 11-10-18;
and

¦ Westport Scenario Assessment dated 30-11-2018.

Indec undertook an extensive review of:
¦ Container trade forecast methodologies used in

Australia;

¦ Relevant trends in the international and domestic
container shipping services; and

¦ The potential for containerisation of agricultural exports.



Western Australian Container Trade Forecast
2018-19 to 2066 - 67The DAE forecasts are built on

future changes in specific WA
economic and export activities

* Import TEU Forecast
Western Australia household final demand is used to
forecast container i ports

log (container imports) - 1,1 log {household final co
nsum tion)

- Overall 2.61% CAGR

¦ Export TEU Forecast
Rural exports and non-commodity exports are used
to forecast container exports

\og(container exports) = 1 log(ntraZ exports) + 0.4
log {noncommodity good exports)

- Overall 3.00% CAGR

A key concern, is the lack of
justification as to how changes in the
specific WA economic and export
activities used by the forecasts will
occur over time.
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investment, development and delivery of container termins
delayed, causing logistic and economic inefficiencies to W.

Key decisions of future container terminal
developments in WA will typically be made 7
to 10 years before the new terminals
commence operations.

¦ For example a decision of Westport commencing
operations will need to be made in a timely fashion;

Under DAE forecasts this may be at 2051, planning @2041-44

A CAGR of 3.5% has a estimate of 2045, planning @2035-38
A CAGR of 4.0% has Westport operations possibley by 2041,
planning @2031-34

¦ In theory a CAGR of 4% could see FRA reach
capacity before planning for new container terminals
based on DAE forecasts, would commence.

Higher CAGR s would also see greater
demand for container handling services at
2067-68;

¦ DAE forecasts 3.1 M TEU at 2067-68

¦ A CAGR of 3.5% has 4.3M TEU at 2067-68

¦ A CAGR of 4.0% has 5.5M TEU at 2067-68

WA Container Trade Growth Scenarios
6,000/000            

?   V          1 j?  * jf J1 j?  
?

? V
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The DAE model for the import forecast required
extensive modification of the source data.

¦ The modification of source data is described, but no
information about how the values of the source data
were modified to ensure the  consistency across the
variables  has been provided.

Quarterly data was used to estimate the equations, as this provides a
larger number of observations. The quarterly data for container trade has
a highly seasonal pattern as observed in Chart A. 1

The series were seasonally adjusted prior to modelling, as the economic
drivers used as exogenous variables were seasonally adjusted as well.

This ensured consistency across the variables, ensuring the estimation
process focussed on underlying relationships and ignores the noise of
seasonality . (P115/119 DAE Report)

¦ It is not clear from DAE s Chart A.2 whether the  actual 
container imports are modified or raw data points

It is important that all relevant materials and
calculations used to formulate the Import
Forecast are provided for review.

Chart A.l Quarterly full container imports and exports. Port of Fremantle
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The value of  Household Consumption  the economic
variable is not in line with its long term average.

" The Import Model long-run specification is based on
\og(container imports) = 1.1 X log (household final consum tion)

¦ DAE indicates household final consumption averages 2.4% over the
forecast period

Household consumption has been dampened as a result of low wage growth and low
consumer confidence during the mining downturn. Wage growth is forecast to recover in the
short term, rising above 2.0% in 2019-20 and averaging 2.8% over the coming decade.

Higher wages are expected to flow through to improved consumer spending, with consumption
forecast to grow by an annua! average of 2.4% over the period to 2067-68  . (P27/119 DAE
Report)

This is reflected by the annual growth rate of  Private Consumption 
2018/19 to 2067/68 in the WA Macro workbook as shown on the chart

¦ However the long-term average growth rate of Household Consumption
is 4.4%

“Household consumption is estimated to have grown by 1.9% in 2017-18, well below the long¬
term average growth rate of 4.4 , . (P21/119 DAE Report)

¦ The variation of the Household Consumption rate from its the long-term
average growth needs to be supported.

¦ As well why does it decline from 3.0% to 1.7% from 2018/19 to 2067/68

A rise in the long term growth rate of household final
consumption will directly increase the Import TED forecast.

WA Private Consumption
Annual Growth Rate
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7.0%
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The DAE Export forecast is not supported by
quantitative source data or qualitative evidence.

¦ DAE has identified Export TED are linked to WA
agricultural exports

Container exports are dominated by agriculture and food related products.
Rural exports and non-commodity exports were found to be good predictors
of container exports is distorted by commodity activity. (P116/119 DAE
Report)

¦ The DAE Export model long-run specification is based on
tog(container exports) = 1 log(ruraZ ex orts) + 0.4 log {noncommodity go
od exports)
See Chart A.3 on this page

¦ Neither the  rural exports  or ‘non commodity good exports’
data was provided, nor is any commentary on how the
levels of activity in these two groups will change over time.

¦ As in the DAE Import model it is not clear how the
modification of Export source data was modified to ensure
the ‘Model fit’.

An underestimation of  rural exports  or ‘non
commodity good exports’ will depress the Export
TEU forecast.

Chart A.3 Container exports, actual versus fitted
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The DAE Export forecast has the share of
Empty TEU in it declining significantly over
the forecast period, which may lead to the
number of export TEU being underestimated.

¦ The percentage of Export TEU that are Empty has
been varied over time

Ranges between 22% to 45% from 1998 - 2018
Average value is 33.7% Empty TEU

¦ The DAE forecast has the share of empty TEU in the
export forecast falling from 37% to 19%, despite
assertions to the contrary in the DAE Report

Despite the improvement in full container exports, the share of empty
containers will remain elevated as total imports outnumber full
exports. However, this margin is likely to narrow in the longer term as
full container export growth outpaces total container import growth
(P38/119 DAE Report)

¦ If the share of empty TEU in the export forecast was
to remain at the long term average of 33.7% then an
additional 3.3M empty TEU would be exported over
the life of the forecast increasing the overall export
growth rate from 3.0% to 3.3% CAGR

Based on our analysis of the DAE Macro Workbook

Share of Empty TEU to Export TEU
50%             

15%

10%

5%

0%

DAE Empty Export TEU to Export TEU Ratio  FPA Long term Empty Export TEU to Export ratio 33.7%
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The DAE forecasts assume that the structural
shift that drove growth in export containers over
the past 20 years has mostly played out. (P37/ 9dae

Comparison Bulk and Container Freight Rates to
Indonesia ex Fremantle & Melbourne1

Report)

However export of containerised grain is largely
insignificant in Western Australia and could increase

Containers generally account for around 12 to 14 per cent of total grain
exports nationally

This varies significantly across the states with containers accounting in
2017-18 for 50 per cent of NSW s grain exports and only 3 per cent of WA s
exports

In 2017/18 WA exported 11.5 Mt of grain with 4.5Mt of grain exported from

the Kwinana bulk terminal Container exports of grain by state, 2008/09 to 2016/17
In the WA grain market the dominant exporter CBH is
vertically integrated in both bulk and containerised exports
of grain

In CBH s view  The WA container export market share has suffered in
comparison to Eastern Australia due mainly to WA providing the lowest
supply chain costs in Australia for bulk export and the wider gap between
bulk and container sea freight ex~Fremantle Port1  see chart above

However CBH s view is not supported by the increase in continaerised
exports of grain from Melbourne 2008/11 despite freight rate differences

Export TED volumes could be increased if containerised
exports of grain followed trends in eastern states

If, as in Victoria, 50% of current grains received into the Kwinana precinct
were to be containerised then another 105,000 TEU would be exported or a
28% increase in 2018 WA export TEU - Based on 22t of grain per TEU
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the 2.8% CAGR predicted for Western Australia, with the f
having higher growth in trade forecasts than state agencie

Port of Melbourne Forecasts NSW Ports Forecasts
Infrastructure Victoria, Container trade
forecasts for Victoria, Feb 2017

Deloitte Access Economics (DAE)
Forecasting future trade for the full range of
commodities traded through the port and then
aggregating this into total container trade
2016 to 2065
2.8% CAGR DAE Base Case forecast

Port of Melbourne, Container trade
forecasts for Victoria, Apr 2017

Port of Melbourne Operations Pty Ltd

Forecasting future trade for the full range of
commodities traded through the port and then
aggregating this into total container trade

- 2016 to 2065
3.0% CAGR DAE High Case Forecast

Port of Melbourne, Long Term
Planning for Port Growth, Aug 2018

Port of  elbourne Operations Pty Ltd
Container trade is forecast to grow 3% to 4%
annually over the medium to longer term

- 2018 to 2050 and 2050 to 2065
- 3.5% CAGR and 3.3% CAGR

NSW Ports, Navigating the Future, Oct 2015
- NSW Ports

Key drivers of container growth through Port Botany are
domestic demand, population growth, the strength of the
NSW economy, the value of the Australian dollar, levels of
domestic manufacturing, government trade policies and
the location of key distribution centres.

- 2015 to 2045
4.2% CAGR Base Case forecast

NSW Freight Commodity Demand Forecasts,
Aug 2018

Transport for NSW (Transport Performance and
Analytics)
Breaks export and import container volumes into
commodities which in turn allows for forecasts to be
based on the specific demand drivers and market
dynamics relevant to each traded commodity

- 2016 to 2046
3.2% CAGR

NSW Container and Port Policy, Mar 2018
Deloitte Access Economics Although forecasts vary
significantly, there is general agreement that container
movements will be well over 5 million TEU a year by the
2040s. Based on recent consultation with TfNSW

- 2018-2060

- 2.3% to 2.6% CAGR

Port of Brisbane Forecasts
¦ Response to the Inquiry Into National

Freight Supply Chain Priorities, Jun
2017

Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd
Container growth has a very high correlation
(>90%) to gross state product (GSP for both full
imports and full exports). In the long run, the
correlation of full import and full exports growing at
1.1 times nominal and real GSP is expected to
continue.

- 2017 to 2047, beyond 2047
- 4.5% C GR and 3.3% CAGR
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to lower shipping costs tor export I LU as shipping
cargoes to fill these larger vessels, this will further

There has been a significant increase in the size of the
largest container ships visiting WA

¦ 2013 - MSC Messina, 4,953 TEU  ~1 10% reduction
¦ 2018 - Archimidis, 8,226 TEU J in cost per TEU1

This will see an increase in average container vessel

size over time which is expected to decrease the
shipping costs of export TEU

Potential changes in Federal Govt policies with respect
to Cabotage and a new dedicated Australian merchant
marine fleet may increase domestic TEU to WA

Coastal shipping is already undergoing a renaissance
with major investments in the Bass Strait trades

¦ Toll Shipping, two new vessels, Feb 2019, 40% larger

¦ TT Line, two new vessels, 2021,40% larger
1 Strategic Advice from Port of Newcastle, dated 25/2/19



The Indec Peer Review examined the Deloitte Access Economics Container Trade Forecasts and
concluded that:

¦ The underlying assumptions and long term economic drivers of the Western Australian economy are given limited analysis and it is
not clear how the forecast of the long term performance of the WA economy and its major constituents has been made

¦ The forecast WA container growth rate of 2.8% CAGR from 2018 to 2068 is not well supported by either qualitative or quantitative
evidence

The forecast of import TEU is linked to WA household final consumption, whose change overtime has not been supported by DAE and the relationship between mix of 20  and 40’
Import containers over the forecast does not appear to be in line with other Australian ports

The forecast of export TEU is based on the growth rates of other rural and non commodity exports which again has not been supported by DAE and the structure of the export TEU
forecast between the mix of full and empty TEU is not considered to credible and depresses the total TEU exported by over 10%.

The continuing structural shift to the containerised export trade for agricultural products, in particular grain, which now has up to 50%
of exports in TEU in Eastern states has not been included in forecast calculations

¦ Increases in the size of container ships servicing the Australian trades will lead to lower shipping costs for export TEU as shipping
lines look for marginal cost cargoes to fill these larger vessels, this will further stimulate export TEU volumes

¦ In the short term, 20 years, the forecast WA container growth rate is 2.84% CAGR and is low in comparison against the predicted
container trade growth rates of 3.5% to 4.5% CAGR for other Australian container ports for similar periods

Port of Melbourne - 3.5% CAGR to 2050
Port of Brisbane - 4.5% CAGR to 2047

- NSW Ports-4.2% CAGR to 2045

¦ The underestimation of the rate of container trade growth will see planning, investment, development and delivery of container
terminal infrastructure delayed, causing logistic and economic inefficiencies to WA

PAGE 12
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Executive Summary

The container
industry is the
cornerstone of
international trade

Significant
investments are
continuing to be
made in the
container industry

The container
industry often
measures growth
forecasts based
on aTEU/GDP
Multiplier

Over the last 20
years Fremantle
has had a TEU
growth rate of
5.8% representing
aTEU/GDP
Multiplier of 2.0x

This report reviews container forecasts for Western Australia
* This report undertakes a review of the global and Australian container industries in order to estimate a range for

container growth for south west Western Australia for the short term and for the next 50 years

The re iew takes into consideration industry trends, market research, stakeholder feedback, incorporates economic
reports from Deloitte Access Economics, Indec Consulting and Drewry Maritime Consulting, and research and
economic forecasts from Australian and Western Australian Government sources

Containers are the dominant form of trade moving over 746 million TEU in 2018
Since the 1970 s, the container industry has grown significantly to over 746 million TEU per annum with the largest
ports handling over 30 million TEU per annum (i.e. Shanghai 37.1 million, Singapore 30.9 million)

* The maritime industry continues to expand with short term forecasts predicting an increase in port demand, port
capacity, net expansion of the shipping fleet and larger vessels. The global container terminal industry is forecast to
generate EBITDA in excess of US$25 billion in 2019 with industry throughput of over 800 million TEU

Containerisation, the benefits from using standardised containers, has driven the large
increase in trade as the cost of using containers falls and convenience increases
* Containers have revolutionised trade by allowing goods shipped in standardised containers to move efficiently

between ports and transport hubs at lower prices. While this trend may be slowing with industry maturity,
investment in larger ships, port automation and multi stacking transit are examples of ongoing innovation

TEU growth is typically expressed a multiple of GDP growth. This Multiplier has been c.2.0x
in Australia and Fremantle over the last 20 years
* There is over 30 years of global evidence whereby TEU growth bares correlation to GDP growth

Globally, the Multiplier has had periods where it has ranged between 2.2x and 4.2x. The 20 year Australian
Multiplier has ranged between 1,8x to 2.6x for major Australian ports, and 2.0x at Fremantle

The Multiplier has always been positive globally, and was only negative in Australia in 2009 during the Global
Financial Crisis

This report reviews historic industry trends and current forecasts in
estimating a range for TEU growth forecasts for Western Australia

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

TREASURY CORPORATION
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Executive Summary - TEU / GDP Multiplier

The TEU / GDP
Multiplier has
trended  own over
the last 20 years

The average TEU growth rate over the last 20 years for Fremantle and Australia was 5.8%
and 6.0% per annum respectively representing a TEU / GDP Multiplier of approximately 2.0x
• Fremantle s containers increased by 517,000 TEU from 251,000 TEU in 1997-98 to 768,000 in 2017-18

* TEU growth at Australia s major ports increased from 2.5 million TEU to 8.1 million TEU during t e same period

The  ultiplier has
been impacted by
both historically
weak trade events
within the last 10
years and
maturing of the
container industry

Due to these
combined causes
it is challenging to
estimate the long
term Multiplier

The table presents
a range of
Multipliers based
on 10 year historic
Australian
performance
(1.2 to 1.4x) and
Drewry forecasts
(1-5x)

The last 10 years may represent a floor in TEU growth given it includes the worst downturn
in global trade in 30 years, the Global Financial Crisis, and the end of the Mining Boom
* Over the last 10 years the TEU growth rate was 3.0% and 3.3% per annum for Fremantle and Australia

respectively representing a TEU / GDP Multiplier of 1,2x

TEU / GDP Multipliers have trended downwards due in part to container industry maturity
but also the impact of weak economic conditions in the last 10 years (i.e. Global Financial
Crisis). Stable or strengthening have historically contributed to higher Multipliers

TEU GROWTH RATES (%)
TEU/GDP Multiplier (x)

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.5 2.0

M SIHRS 2.2 2.6 3.1 3.3 4.4

2.5 3.0 3.5 3.8 5.0
Q-
o 2.9o

3.0

2.9 3.5 4.1 4.4 5.8

3.0 3.6 4.2 4.5 6.0

3.4 3.4 4.1 4.8 5.1 6.8

3.6 3.6 4.3 5.0 5.4 7.2

TEU/GDP Multiplier reference points
• 1.2x: Fremantle Multiplier for the last 10 years

» 1.4x: Australian Ports Multiplier for the last 10 years
• 1.5x: Drewry five year global forecast Multiplier (2018)
• 2.0x: Historic Fremantle and Australian 20 year Multiplier

GDP/GSP reference points

• 2.2% Deloitte long term GSP forecast (years 2059 to 2068)
• 2.9% Historic Australian GDP 20 year CAGR

• 3.0% WA Treasury short term forecast

• 3.4% Deloitte short term GSP forecast (years 2019 to 2028)
• 3.6% Historic Weste   Australian GSP 20 year CAGR

t

The historic TEU/GDP Multiplier at major Australian ports has been
f.& to 2.6x and is almost always greater than 1.0x

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
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Executive Summary - TEU Growth Forecast Rationale

Expect that there
will be some
volatility in TEU
growth o er the
long term but there
is evidence
supporting a 3.0%
to 4.0% average
growth rate

1 Forecast from Drewry, specialist maritime consultant (3.9% to 4.7%)
Drewry Maritime Consultants forecast that TEU growth o er the next four years will be 3.9% in Oceania, 4.1%
Globally and 4.7% for Asia, Fremantle s major trading partners

2, Long term forecasts from Brisbane, Melbourne, NSW Ports management (3.5% to 4.5%)
Management teams at these major city ports have created significant shareholder value and have recent long term
TEU forecasts of between 3.5% and 4.5%. Fremantle has grown in line with these ports for the last 20 years

Fremantle has
averaged 5.8%
TEU growth and
achieved 7.5% last
ear

External evidence
from Drewry, major
Australian port
management,
Fremantle Ports,
customers/ port
users and two
independent
economic
consultants
supports a future
TEU growth rate of
between 3.0% and
4.0%

3. Industry stakeholders  expectations, including Fremantle Ports (3.0% to 4.0%)
Consultation with numerous industry stakeholders including Fremantle Ports, customers and operators, and port
economic consultants comfortably forecast TEU growth of between 3.0% and 4.0% over the short term 

4 Resistance at 3.0% TEU growth in a historically weak period (3.0%+)
Over the last 10 years the TEU growth rate was 3.0% and 3.3% per annum for Fremantle and Australia
respectively. This period includes the Global Financial Crisis and the end of the Mining Boom in Western Australia

5, TEU/GDP Multiplier range applied to historic GDP CAGR (3.5% to 5.4%)
Applying a Multiplier range of 1.2x (low Multiplier for the last 10 years) to 1.5x (Drewry forecast) based on historic
Australian GDP of 2.9%. Weste   Australian GSP has a 20 year CAGR of 3.6%

6, TEU/GDP Multiplier range applied to government GDP forecasts (3.6% to 4.5%)
Applying a Multiplier range of 1.2x (low Multiplier for the last 10 years) to 1.5x (Drewry forecast) based on State
and Commonwealth Treasury short term GSP and GDP forecasts

Historic and forecast evidence supports an average long term TEU
growth rate between 3.0% and 4.0% per annum

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN



Executive Summary - Deloitte TEU forecast

Deloitte forecast
2.8% TEU growth
per annum for 50
years

GDP and GSR are
forecast at 2.7%
and 2.6% per
annum
respectively over
50 years

The forecasts
assume short term
TEU growth of
2.47%

Results in a
Multiplier less
than one for 15
years

TEU / GDP MULTIPLIER - DELOITTE FORECASTS 2018 - 206

1.0%

0.0%
2018 2028 2038 2048 2058 2068

2018-2034
* Average TEU Growth - 2.8%
* Average GDP Growth - 3.3%
* Implied TEU / GDP Multiplier: 0.9x

2035-2068
• Average TEU Growth - 2.8%
• Average GDP Growth - 2.5%
- Implied TEU/GDP Multiplier - 1.1x

Source: Deloitte Access
Economics,  acroeconomic
and Trade Outlook,
Westport Scenario
Assessment

Deloitte forecast TEU growth of 2.8% per annum (half the historic
growth rate) and a modest TEU / GDP Multiplier of c. 1.0x

WESTERN AUSTR LIAN
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Executive Summary - Issues with the Deloitte forecast

Deloitte s
approach excludes
future trades and
benefits from
co tainerisation

1 Deloitte s forecasts are limited to trades w ich  ave been observed in history or have
existing plans and related infrastructure in place (such as spodumene)
As such, the forecasts provide a view of the future demand for port services based on existing information and
Western Australian economic drivers. No new industries are assumed.

Deloitte s
macroeconomic
assumptions tend
to be lo er than
equivalent
government
forecasts

Deloitte s central
economic model
may not allow for
significant
variances against
published reports

2, Deloitte s macroeconomic economic forecasts are typically (1) lower than Australian
and Western Australian government estimates and (2) lower than historic average
Deloitte s forecast for average growth in real GSP to 2021-22 is 2.8% per annum which is lower than the
Treasury’s forecast of 3.1%. The Deloitte 50 year GSP outlook is 2.6% per annum which is significantly lower than
the long term average of 3.3%

3, Deloitte assumes the benefits of containerisation have  mostly played out  without
providing any industry trends or research

No information on industry trends or containerisation is provided within the Deloitte report and Deloitte are
unaware of increased port demand, adding of port capacity, continued investment in new vessels, increased fleet
size and that the port industry is forecast to generate EBITDA in excess of US$25 billion in 2019

Innovation continues to drive the affordability of containers. There was a cost reduction of 10% per TEU based
on the largest ship in Fremantle in 2013 (MSC Messina, 4,953 TEU) versus 2018 (Archimidis, 8,226 TEU)

Deloitte’s model appears to be forecasting off a low base versus long run outlook
The historically low 2.8% TEU CAGR of the last five years is the same as the Deloitte long term forecast. Deloitte
is forecasting WA population growth of 1.2% per annum over 50 years which is lower than the ABS forecast of
1.3%. It forecasts net migration from Western Australia over 50 years, despite it traditionally being an inflow

5, Deloitte has prepared three public port forecasts for Australia with similar forecast
growth rates to its Fremantle forecasts using its economics model. Unlikely results can
be significantly different

There are a number of approaches in Deloitte s forecasts which may
constrain the forecast TEU growth rate

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

TREASURY CORPORATION
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Executive Summary - Issues with the Deloitte forecast

Both long term and
short term forecast
are Sower than
industry
expectations and
evidence *7

Deloitte s forecast is significantly lower than long term forecasts of other Australian
ports
CAGR at Melbourne: 2018 to 2050 = 3.5%, at NSW: 2015 to 2045 = 4.2%, at Brisbane: 2017 to 2047 = 4.5%

Deloitte s 2.47% per annum short term forecasts is lower than the long term average and
sstakeholders' feedback
Discussions with stakeholders provided consistent expectations of TED growth rates higher than the Deloitte s long
term forecast of 2.84%p.a., let alone the 2.47%, p.a. short term forecast. Stakeholders included:
(a) Fremantle Ports
(b) numerous industry participants
(c) industry consultants and
(d) Drewry Marine Consultants

« Generates a negative Multiplier for 15 years, until 2034. in the last 20 years it was less
than one only once for Australia and only three times for Fremantle
Given the Multiplier has remained greater than 1x during economic downturns, it is considered more likely to be
greater than 1x in the near term, particularly given the forecast improvement in Western Australia s economic
conditions.

The Indec Peer Review stated that the  container trade forecasts from 2018 to 2068 for
the Westport Project are not considered to be appropriate as the evidence base on
which they are constructed lacks rigour and has no clear linkage to their driving
variables 

'bBBI

(a) The underlying assumptions and long term economic drivers of the Western Australian economy are given
limited analysis and it is not clear how the forecast of the long term performance of the WA economy and its major
constituents has been made
(b) The forecast Western Australian container growth rate of 2.8% CAGR from 2018 to 2068 is not well supported
by either qualitative or quantitative evidence

The Deloitte forecast is significantly below industry and stakeholder
expectations and historic performance

WESTER  AUSTRALIAN
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Executive Summary - TEU Growth Rate Benchmarks

TEU GROWTH RANGE AND TEU GROWTH BENCHMARKS &
20YR CAGR

Long Term historic
7.0% -growth rate

TEU/GDP Multiplier
c.2x

6.0%

5.0%

4.0%

3.0%

2.0%

1.0 

0.0%

10 YR CAGR
Includes impact of

GFC
TEU/GDP
Multi lier

c 1.?- 1.4x

K

r

DREWRY
ShortTerm TEU
growth forecast

TEU/GDP Multiplier
c.1.5x

H
imm

wa i
I

Hi

FORECASTS (TEU Growth Rate %)

MULTIPLIER
Forecasts based

on TEU/GDP
Multiplier range

and GDP
forecasts/ actuals

PORT
ANAGEMENT

Long Term TEU
forecasts from major
\ Australian oorts

_

STAKEHOLDERS
Short Term

forecasts from
indu try

stakeholder 

Forecast range
3.0% to 4.0%

2.8%

2.4%

DELOI TE

AUS 20 year FRE20year BITRE - FRE AUS 10 year FRElOyear Drewry- Drewry- Drewry- Major AUS Port industry Multiplier- Multiplier- Deloitte
hist. CAGR hist. CAGR forecast hist. CAGR  ist. CAGR Asia (2018) Global Oceania City Long sta eholders Historic GDP Forecast (2018)

t2014) (2018) (2018) Term (2018) (2019) GDP

Historic and forecast evidence supports an average long term TEU growth rate
between 3.0% and 4.0% per annum

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
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Executive Summary - Implication for Westport



Important Information

Contacts

For further information in relation to this presentation  lease contact the following persons from Weste   Australian Treasury Corporation

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

TREASURY CORPORATION
FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL WESTERN AUSTRALIANS

David Letts Direct: (+61)8 9235 9178
Mobile: (+61)419 180 660

Head of Advisory Switchboard: (+61) 8 9235 2100
Services Facsimile: (+61) 8 9235 9199

Email: dletts@watc.wa.gov.au

Level 12, St Georges Square
225 St George s Terrace, PERTH WA 6000
PO Box 7282, Perth Cloisters Square WA 6850

www.watc.wa.gov.au  

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

TREASURY CORPORATIO 
FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL  ESTERN AUSTRALIANS

Simon Tan Direct: (+61)8 9235 9114
obile: (+61)416 088 568

Chief Advisor Switchboard: (+61) 8 9235 2100
Advisory Services Facsimile: (+61) 8 9235 9199

Email: sta n @watc. wa .go .au

Le el 12, St Georges Square
225 St George's Terrace, PERTH WA 6000

PO Box 7282, Perth Cloisters Square WA 6850
www.watc.wa.gov.au 

Disclaimer

Any opinions, judgements, conclusions, forecasts, predictions or estimations contained in this advice are made in reliance on information provided to the
Western Australian Treasury Corporation which the Western Australian Treasury Corporation believes to be reliable. The Weste   Australian Treasury
Corporation, however, cannot guarantee the accuracy of that information. Thus, any recommendations are made in good faith but they must be carefully
considered because they are provided only to assist you with any decisions which you make.

The financial model and/or the information contained within this document are intended for the exclusive use of the Recipient and shall remain the property of
the Weste   Australian Treasury Corporation. No part of the contents of this document may be shared with a third party, disclosed to, made available,
reproduced, modified, published, reused or distributed without the prior written permission from the Western Australian Treasury Corporation The financial
mode  and/or the information contained within this document shall be used only in accordance with the terms of engagement and for that purpose only.

Historical data

Data have been gathered from direct sources where ever possible; where this is not the case, data have been used from third parties in good faith. The
Western Australian Treasury Corporation believes, on reasonable grounds, that the data provided to it, be reliable, complete and not misleading. The Western
Australian Treasury Corporation does not imply, nor should it be construed, that it has carried out any form of audit or venfication on the information and
records supplied to us.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN

TREASURY CORPORATION
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Port and Environs StrategyGOVERNMENT OF

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1. DAE Macroeconomic and trade outlook

In October 2018, Deloitte Access Economics (DAE) delivered a report on the long-term
trade forecasts through Fremantle Ports (Inner and Outer Harbours) and Bunbury Port.
This information provided a view on the demand for port services and established a
foundation for Westport s planning and infrastructure development work.

Containerised and non-containerised trade volumes were examined to develop a
holistic perspective on south west WA’s long-term import and export infrastructure
demands.

DAE:

• examined the global and Australian macroeconomic drivers influencing port
services demand

completed a sensitivity analysis against its predictions
« tested the effect of  high impact, low probability event  in the resilience of the

existing port systems.

This report concluded that a 2.84% container compound annual  rowth rate (CAGR) to
determine an  end state  container volume of 3.1 million twenty-foot equivalent shipping
container (TED) by 2067-68.

Further to receipt of this report, given its critical importance to the supply chain and
infrastructure planning inherent in the Westport Project, Westport then commissioned a
separate and independent peer review of this report with its findings also separately
benchmarked by WA Treasury Corporation. Feedback from WA Treasury early in 2019
also suggested that the DAE findings reguired further, expert analysis.

2. Peer Review by Indec Consulting

In February 2019, Indec Consulting completed a peer review of the DAE
macroeconomic and trade outlook report (Attachment 1). Specifically, Indec reviewed:

the appropriateness of the container growth rate for Fremantle and Bunbury
Ports (and a comparison against growth rates for other ports in Australia);

« the underl ing assumptions and long-term economic drivers of the WA economy;

other matters that may impact the container or growth rates; and

the methodology used, including the data and scenarios used.

Indec concluded that the WA containerised trade forecasts made by DAE were not
supported by qualitative or quantitative evidence, especially considering the advances
in shipping technology and comparisons with other ports around Australia. The DAE
2.84% CAGR prediction is considered low when other Australian container ports are
preparing for up to 4.5% CAGR over the same period.

Page 1 of 2
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3. WATC Review of Container Forecasts

Westport sought an additional review of DAE s original 2.84% CAGR forecast from
Western Australia Treasury Corporation (WATC).

WATC concluded that historic and forecast evidence supports a long-term average
annual TEU growth rate between 3.0% and 4.0%. WATC s projections estimated WA s
long-term container volume at 4.3 million TEU by 2067-2068.

The Minister for Ports and Minister for Transport and Planning endorsed the WATC
CAGR predictions. Subsequently, the Westport project team completed the first stage
of its multi-criteria assessment (MCA-1) using the 3.25% CAGR because it aligns with
the long-term growth predictions for Fremantle Port whilst remaining conservative when
compared to other ports in Australia.

The second multi-criteria assessment (MCA-2) now being undertaken by Westport on
the shortlist will include analysis across three CAGR scenarios :

• Low 2.7%,

a Target 3.25% and
High 4.0%.

4. Revised DAE Report

After receipt of the most recent population projections for WA from the Department of
Treasury in early 2019, DAE integrated this new data into the very same economic
model employed to first establish the 2.84% CAGR. The updated output forecasted a
3.2% CAGR over the next 50 years.

With all of this data to hand, the Westport Taskforce concluded that its target end state
CAGR of 3.25% was conservative relative to the other Australian Ports, comfortably
within the WATC recommended range of 3% - 4%, and fully endorsed by the WA
Treasury.

This resulted in growth to 3.8 million TEU over the forecast period.

Attachments:

1. Peer Review Westport Container Trade Forecasts Indec Consulting February
2019

2. Westport Project Review of Container Forecasts Executive Summary Western
Australian Treasury Corporation (WATC) March 2019

3. Westport Taskforce (Revised) Summary report: Macroeconomic and trade
forecasts Deloitte Access Economics (DAE) March 2019
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